A brief Presentation

PRAGJYOTISH BIHU HUSORI GROUP
(A Group of Performing Artists - bring you the most authentic and original Bihu Dance of Assam)

for Detail Contact:
Mrs. Reem Pathak (Mob: +91 9871165997)
Founder of Performing Art Group PBHG
Email: rimpathak@gmail.com
A confluence of immensely talented pool of people from all walk of life - housewife, student to executive, come together to form our Group ‘Pragjyotish Bihu Husari Group’. The year was 2010.

Living in Delhi, away from home, we all share a common cause. That is Our Spirit of Culture. And promote our traditional art Bihu Dance.

Our aim is to keep our rich heritage in its own authentic form and promote our BIHU-HUSARI dance amongst people living outside Assam.

How far we succeed, that will be determined by how much you appreciate our performance. Thank you.
Smt. Reem Pathak. Leads the group. She is an accomplished artist. A bachelor degree holder from Bhatkhande, Lucknow in Hindustani Classical music having decades of experience performing at Radio and TV in major cities of India.

Who’s who

Smt. Reem Pathak, B. Mus.

Jhilmill Pathak
Choreographer

Pranab Borah
Main dhooliya

Prachurjya Borgohain
With Cuckoo’s calling
Comes Bahag (Baisakh) - new year begins

New leaves in Bamboo tree - sight of Kupow Phool (Wild Orchid) and song of Cuckoo remind us that

Now the time has come -

Time to sing
Time to dance
Time to celebrate
Time to forgive
Time to pay respect to the elders
Time to share love
Time to get together
Time when hearts break
And time when hearts meet
It is just the time to dissolve into the sound and pulsating Rhythm of Dhol, Pepa and Gagana.

Here is the Spirit that draws us to rejoice and share our Heritage - BIHU DANCE with you all.
A brief introduction of our Traditional Musical Instruments

Pepa: Wind instrument
    Made of Buffalo Horn

Dhol: Wood & Lather percussion instrument

Gagona: Made of Bamboo

Kako: Comb made of Bamboo

Toka: Clapper made of Bamboo

Khutuli: Wind instrument made of Bamboo or Clay

Bahi: Bamboo Flute

Taal: Brass Chimes

Gagona: Made of Bamboo
Our Credentials

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

M/S PRAGJYOTISH BIHU HUSORI GROUP, VIKAS VUNJ #119, NEW DELHI 110018, are outstanding performer in Bihu Dances. They have performed in various occasions including the event in Indira Gandhi memorial Trust, New Delhi, 19th November organized by Ministry of Culture, Government of NCT Delhi. They have also performed in NETEXPO in AHMEDABAD, GUJRAT and also in COMMON WEALTH GAMES 2010. I wish them all success in their life.

[Signature]

Deputy Resident Commissioner
Government Of Assam
New Delhi, 1 Santal Park Marg.

A Token of Appreciation

Pragjyotish Bihu-Dance Group

has performed in Food Hub (Lime Stone Park) on 14th January 2011, in connection with the 13th Bharat Rang Mahotsav organized by National School of Drama, New Delhi, from 7th January to 22nd January 2011.

We appreciate them for their spectacular performance and wish to have their presence again and again.

We wish them all success in near future.

With Best Regards

Mandakini Goswami
Coordinator, Food Hub
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ASSAM ASSOCIATION, DELHI

Certificate of appreciation

This is to put on record in appreciation, that Shrimati Rim Pathak, wife of Shri Manik Pathak has been regularly participating in the cultural events of Assam Association, Delhi. Notable among them are Golden Jubilee Celebrations of Assam Association, Delhi in 1997-88; Talents Evening at Mavalankar Hall, 1997, Cultural Evening at Shriram Centre, 2002. She is a regular artist in the Bihu Celebrations organized by the Association during each calendar year.

She has a very versatile voice and is very strong in Assamese Folk and Modern song renderings.

Assam Association, Delhi wishes her a bright career, and all the best for the future.

(Masoj Kumar Das)
General Secretary
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Our Shows at a glance

North East Expo 2010, Ahmedabad                      27-08-2010
Indian Institute of Financial Management,            25-10-2010
North East Kelidescope, Meghalaya Bhawan           31-08-2010
Assam Association, Delhi  (Bihu Festival)           18-04-2010
Indira Gandhi Birth Day, IG Memorial                 19-11-2010
Assam Pradesh Congress Committee                    21-12-2010
NE Cultural Feast, Taj Palace Hotel, N Delhi        24-01-2011
Our Show/ Performance
at Indira Gandhi Memorial, New Delhi
On 19-11-2011

Pragjyotish Bihu Husori Group
DELHI
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Our Show/ Performance
At North East Festival- Jamia Milia Univ, New Delhi,
On 25-02-2011
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Our Show Performance
At Assam Association Bihu Celebration- New Delhi,
On 24-04-2011
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Thank You.